Electrosmog = Harmful pollution from EMF-radiation
(cell phone masts and antennas, WiFi, DECT-wireless phones, satellites, etc.)

CONCLUSION 1000'S PROF.'S, M.D.'S AND INDEPENDENT EMF-SPECIALISTS

The Freiburger Appeal, signed by more than 1000 professors and medical doctors: "Pregnant women, children, adolescents, elderly and sick people are especially at risk. (...) We see the rising number of chronically sick patients also as the result of an irresponsible 'safety limits' policy, which fails to take the protection of the public from the short- and long-term effects of mobile telephone radiation as its criterion for action."

More Wireless => More Alzheimers, ADHD, CFS, Fibromyalgia, Insomnia,...

Professor dr. Warnke: "The involvement of government in industry and the high percentage of industry-financed research and industry-biased panels and consultants have spawned a questionable system of environment and consumer protection. Only that which does not seriously endanger common commercial interests is noted and supported."

Seletun Scientific Panel (consortium of international renowned scientists in Feb. 2011): 1. The global Populations are insufficiently protected, thus currently at Risk; 2. Sensitive Populations are extra vulnerable; 3. Government Actions are urgently warranted now, based on Evidence of serious Disruption to Biological Systems; (...) 5. EMF Exposures should be reduced in advance of complete Understanding of Mechanisms of Action; (...) 10. Persons with Electrohypersensitivity need the classification Functionally Impaired."

WE PROTEST <-> THE EXPONENTIAL RISE OF ELECTROSMOG

Av. urban area in 2001: 0.03 V/m -> in 2011: 1.8 V/m (Next-Up).

WE PROTEST <-> THE EMF-EXPOSURE AT CURRENT LEVELS IS A THREAT TO PUBLIC HEALTH

If there is no consensus on this yet it is because 80% of the research is corporately funded. Research sponsored by the telecom industry finds no biological effects nine times more often than research paid for by independent parties.

"The Right to LIFE! The right NOT to be microwaved 24/7!"

WE PROTEST <-> THE EU-CONFERENCE ON EMF & HEALTH (HELD AT 16 & 17 NOV.) LACKS SCIENTISTS WITH OPPOSING VIEWS

None of the scientists of whom their research has proven that there are harmful health effects of pulsed microwave radiation (below the current limits) are invited. We for instance refer to: L. Hardell, H. Lai, M. Kundi, F. Adlkofer, G. Oberfeld, O. Johansson, M. Havas, etc. http://www.elektrosmognews.de/Brussels_2011_EMF_Conference_-_CONFLICTS_OF_INTEREST.pdf

This protest is organised by: StopUMTS.be (B), StralingsArmVlaanderen.org (B), Collectif Dé-Mobilisation (B), StopUMTS.nl (NL), AMICA (I) and RobindesToits.org (F).

For more information on the protest, contact: steven@petition-electrosmog.be

Go to: www.Petition-Electrosmog.be (signed by more than 11 414 citizens (and counting) and supported by more than 74 professors and medical doctors).
Based on the Precautionary Principle, we have the following 5 DEMANDS to be applied urgently in all European countries:

1. **THE BIOINITIATIVE LIMIT OF 0.6 V/M**
   - Demanded by the European Parliament and to be applied by all Member States (Resolution 0047/2009; approved by majority of 95%).

2. **WHITE ZONES: NO CELL PHONES, WIFI AND DECT- WIRELESS PHONES IN PLACES WITH CHILDREN OR ELDERLY (SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, CHURCHES,...)**

For schools this ban on cell phones, WiFi and DECT-phones is demanded by the Council of Europe and to be applied by all Member States (Resolution 1815 (2011)).

3. **RECOGNITION OF ELECTROHYPERSENSITIVITY AS A FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT (as in Sweden)**

   300 000 electrosensitives in Sweden alone.

4. **NO 4G/LTE/WIMAX (transmitter masts or antennas)**

   Council of Europe (Resolution 1815; 2011):
   "take all reasonable measures to reduce exposure to electromagnetic fields (...) recommends that the ALARA or "as low as reasonably achievable" principle is applied,"

5. **NO "SMART" WIRELESS ENERGY METERS**

   "WiFi & SMART METERS = 24/7 Microwave Radiation!"

Professor Olle Johansson: "Governments and health protection agencies usually hide behind out-of-date "official guidelines" that were drawn up when it was thought that the only way that living organisms could be harmed by electromagnetic radiation was if it was sufficiently strong to cause significant acute heating. And in fluidfilled plastic dolls!

This is totally false! There has been countless papers in scientific journals over several decades that show very clearly that there are non-thermal biological effects (some of them extremely harmful) of electromagnetic fields that are well below the official safety guidelines."

This protest is supported by: Prof. O. Johansson, Prof. Dr. Eng. G. Spadanuda, Prof. M. Al Salameh, Prof. Dr. K. Richter, Prof. D. Henshaw, Prof. Em. Dr. F. Decreus, A. Goldsworthy BSc PhD, Dr. med. G. Oberfeld, Dr. med. D. Favre, A. Philips BSc (Eng), H. Sanctorum (Flemish Parl.), P. Zazzera (Italian Parl.), E. Lannuti (Italian Parl.), K. Kunze (director movie "Disconnect"), and by the organisations: IEMFA.org, Teslabel.be, Next-Up.org, ES-UK.info, PowerWatch.org.uk, MobileWise.org, Mast-Victims.org, Buergerwelle.de, Diagnose-Funk.org, Kompetenzinitiative.de, HESE-Project.org, ElektrosmogNews.de, Campact.de, Elettrosmog Volturino, Electrosmog-Free Italia Network, ADUSBEF.it, Centro Tutela Consumatori Utenti, MCS-SOS.ch, ASQUIFYDE.es and OikosAmbiental.org.